Tennis Match Results
South Carolina vs LSU
Mar 17, 2023 at Baton Rouge, La.
(WSU Tennis Complex)

#2 South Carolina 4, #45 LSU 3

**Singles competition**
1. #6 Toby Samuel (SC) def. #55 Ronald Hohmann (LSU) 7-5, 6-1
2. Chen Dong (LSU) def. #5 Connor Thomson (SC) 6-4, 2-6, 7-5
3. Welsh Hotard (LSU) def. #84 Raphael Lambling (SC) 5-7, 6-3, 10-3
4. George Stoupe (LSU) def. #83 Casey Hoole (SC) 6-4, 0-6, 7-5
5. Jake Beasley (SC) def. Benjamin Ambrosio (LSU) 6-2, 7-5

**Doubles competition**
1. #1 Connor Thomson/Toby Samuel (SC) def. Chen Dong/Welsh Hotard (LSU) 6-4
2. Ronald Hohmann/Nick Watson (LSU) def. #22 Jake Beasley/James Story (SC) 6-3
3. Raphael Lambling/Casey Hoole (SC) def. Ben Koch/George Stoupe (LSU) 6-3

Match Notes:
South Carolina 15-1; National ranking #2
LSU 8-6; National ranking #45
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (6,1,5,4,3,2)